
Mix with 
Confi dence

hurrimix™ Automatic Mixer 
for Alginate and Stone

The hurrimix™ increases offi  ce effi  ciencies 
by standardizing the mixing process 
to deliver a top quality mix every time.

1.800.645.5530 gacintl.com



The hurrimix™ features a stylish, stainless steel body, electronic 

microprocessor controller, and waterproof controls protected 

by a polycarbonate membrane. 

The Ultimate in Style and Durability

The maximum container capacity is 80g powder and water 

for alginates and 100g for stones. The mixing containers have 

rounded internal surfaces to easily remove the mixed material 

and for cleaning. 

Capacity and Convenience

The hurrimix™ is programmable with 10 options for alginates 

and 10 programs for stones. Users can modify any programs 

at any time. You can set programs for specifi c alginate and stone 

products resulting in a fast, reliable mixing process, with no time 

wasted on manually programming the mixer, and guaranteed 

correct mixing times.

Software with 20 Mixing Programs

An extremely intuitive, large digital display for simple, 

rapid operation.

Large Digital Display

A built in safety mechanism ensures the lid is properly 

closed to prevent accidental opening and any loss of 

material during mixing.

Door Locking Device



The hurrimix™ provides you with highly consistent quality mixes, 
while reducing mix time by as much as 80% vs hand mixing — 
a signifi cant savings. The number of rotations achievable with 
an automatic mixer are not achievable by mixing manually. 

Manual mixing can leave bubbles in the mixture and can cause distortion and 
other imperfections, compromising the quality of the fi nished work. 

Consistent Mix Quality — Manual Mixing vs. Automatic Mixing

Manual Mixing: 
Revolution max 180 rpm

Automatic Mixing with the hurrimix™ 
Revolution  600 rpm
Rotation  3000 rpm

Mix Alginate and Stone in 5 Easy Steps

1. Add Powder 2. Add Water 3. Insert Container 4. Start Machine 5. Remove Mix

hurrimix™ delivers consistent mixes with minimal eff ort from the operator. 



The hurrimix™ Includes: 1 spatula, 1 pre-mix stick, 1 spatula holder, 4 mixing containers (2  Alginate and 2 Stone), 1 water bottle with a graduated measuring cup, Powercord and DFU.
*Some geographical restrictions may apply.  RTE-020-17  
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Schedule Your FREE Lunch and Learn with GAC
We’ll bring lunch to your offi  ce and provide a hands-on demonstration for you and your staff .*
To sign up for your FREE GAC Lunch and Learn, visit:
dentsplysirona.com/orthodontics/ortholearn
1-800-645-5530


